EPISODE 207: “I Hate All of You, Just So You Know”

Caquetios, Night 12
With the merger on everone’s minds, the castaways attempt to solidify their
alliances and make sure their ducks are in a row.
Misty - Now that Terry's gone we really need to work to pull off the next couple of challenges or
everything that we have is going down the drain. I hate it when so much is riding on these things.
I can't wait for the merge to happen.
Melinda - Yep... I really hope they don't involve luck... we need these SO bad
Misty - Yeah. Even if it's not luck you know how hard Arawak is going to be on us. I would help if I
could but there's only so much I can say or do at those things.
Melinda - I'll be here and there... but probably checking back every now and then. I'll probably be
around. How about you?
Misty - You can always drop off a message if I'm not around. I'm usually up pretty late as you know.
Any thoughts on what's going on at Arawak? I've mentioned how I think everyone over there is

going to be rethinking their plans. Last night's reaction in the challenge thread was relatively
muted. It's going to be interesting to see how things evolve when we all finally get together.
Melinda - Yep, I have absolutely no idea! I know I can count on you and Courtney, but who knows
about the Arawak team. I still feel like Aras is probably genuine, but I definitely don't trust Shane
or Danielle. I'm usually up pretty late too, even though I shouldn't be!
Misty - I think for everyone concerned, it's about getting to the merge, hopefully with people that
you can count on and trust to a certain extent.

Arawak, Night 12
Over on Arawak, merge talk is also on everyone’s minds as they too attempt to keep
their tribe together going into the merge.
Jamie - What's up dude. I haven't been around all day so I am just checking up on what's gone on
all day. Not much from what I see. You?
Aras - Nothing much! I think its funny that Shane made pretty much the EXACT same thread about
tribal unity as he did back on Caquetios...does he really think people will go for that??? I would
be up for it, but I am realistic. He is wasting his breath.
Jamie - Oh he did that on Caq too? LOL. Yeah, I saw that thread. I would be up for it too but is it
because of desperation or what? Because Terry might be gone? I think we merge very soon
however.
Aras - He is just freaking out because Caq is pretty much toast, but like I told him, ANYTHING can
happen. He has always been way to worried about tribal lines and stuff
Jamie - Yep, ANYTHING can happen. But it so so ridiculously boring over here that i can't wait for
something to change!

Caquetios, Day 13
Gary - Just read TC. and I wanted to say that I've really enjoyed meeting you and playing this game
with you so far. You seem like a very genuine person, and I gotta appreciate that as it's hard to
find in this game. Just wanted to have said that to ya
Melinda - Oh, thanks Gary! I've really enjoyed meeting and playing this game with you also. I feel
like everyone left on our team are class-acts, so I hope we can all make it to the merge!
Gary - I agree, as much as I liked Terry. He was a gamer and it made it hard to get to know him. I
should be here for the challenge and hopefully I won't have to be here for TC
Melinda - Yes, I agree... if I have to be here until like 10:30... what a complete waste of a Friday
night.
Gary - yeah, I have to go to work round about 915 ish woo hoo! happy weekend
Misty - Looks like another packed night tonight. We need to put some pressure on Arawak and
make them sweat it out in tribal. So you work nights?
Gary - I work nights my dear! Hopefully this challenge goes fast and we win! I have to leave for
work shortly after 9c
how is everything in your world? I miss our chats.
Misty - Oh dear... I can't imagine not having the weekends to decompress. You must have some
free days during the week then. Otherwise, it couldn't be much worse.
my Friday night here like most everyone else.

But then I am spending

Gary - yeah, I get time off during the week, it's kinda nice cause stuff's actually open so I can
finnish tasks and what not
So, how you feeling about the game? are you looking forward to
being active again?
Misty - Oh yeah. It will be nice to actually be able to do something actively, not that I haven't
already. For now, our most pressing concern is winning this challenge. I'd like to see how Arawak
handles the pressure of tribal, especially if it's right after the challenge.
Gary - it would be so awesome to see them have to go to TC
Danielle go home. Who would you want to see gone?
Misty - Either one of them going would be fine with me.
Gary - I'm so glad that I'm on your good side.

I would love to see Shane or

Judd – CONFESSIONAL - Not surprisingly, Melinda is the only one still bothering to pull the
social butterfly role. I haven't talked much during the weekend, since we didn't have any events,
and everyone (including myself) was busy. But Melinda is always ready to engage in a new
conversation, because she knows her ass is on the line. What she doesn't know is that no
interpersonal relationship is going to change my cold, analytical approach to this game, and that
it's in my best interests to throw the challenge tonight. Poor Melinda. You tried, girl. Maybe you
can singlehandedly win this one tonight, and secure your spot in the merge. I'll be rooting against
you, but hey, there's a chance.

Arawak, Day 13
Shane and Danielle go over the best and worst scenarios heading into a merger.
Shane - NO MERGE TONIGHT. ANOTHER CHALLENGE. IF WE LOSE, I THINK JAMIE AND RAFE WILL
VOTE OUT MORGAN WITH US. IF NOT, ITS A FRICKIN TIE. LETS HOPE THIS GOES OUR WAY AND WE
DONT HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT TC, THEN WE CAN GET STRIKE WITH ALL OUR MIGHT AT MERGE.
Danielle - Amen. And let's hope that somehow........somehow......Terry survived.
Shane - I KEEP CHECKING TERRYS POST COUNT PRAYING THAT HE SURVIVED. I GUESS WE WILL WAIT
AND SEE.
Danielle - Misty = Satan. That seems kind of tame. Misty = Satan x 10. A little better. The only
thing that gives me hope is the fact that Cirie, not Terry, was voted off the first time.
Danielle – CONFESSIONAL - My game is down the shitter now that Cirie and Terry are gone.
My only hope to win now is to....win every challenge. Oh boy! That should be easy. Really easy! I
like to think back about when I was on the top of the entire tribe, but that has changed now,
thanks to, mainly, Misty. The fucking bitch doesn't even deserve to be there. If she wins I'll
fucking die.
Jamie - Hi Dani. Haven't talked to you in awhile. What's new? I am expecting a merge tonight for
some reason. You?
Danielle - I'm fine, except I have a huge headache!
I hope for a merge tonight, and you could be
very right since there's a back-to-back thing going on tonight. I guess I'm hoping for a merge,
even though that would mean that I'm probably gone tonight. What's up with you?
Jamie - I haven't heard your name at all?
should we target? I have to go soon too!

Anyway, you should take a tylenol. If it's a merge, who

Danielle - Yeah, I just took a Motrin so hopefully I'll feel a little better. No idea who we should
target at a merge. Personally, Misty. Gamewise, no idea.
Jamie - CONFESSIONAL - Think DANIELLE is shady, manipulative, backstabbing, and will do
anything to stay in the game. Only converses w/ you to get ahead in the game and won't share
any info if sh doesn't need you.
The castaways have no idea what is going to happen tonight, but they prepare for
the worst.
Jamie - Long time no talk. Just touching bases w/ you. Anyway, if we go to TC Me you and Morgan
need to vote together and just force a tie. Morgan is suggesting Aras. Anyway, buddy, I won't be
back until the challenge. Have a good one!
Rafe - I've been sick, I haven't been on much the last few days. I was hoping I hadn't missed much! I
think we should just win the challenge, then no one will have to vote for my new gay
showmance.
Rafe – CONFESSIONAL - I was going to vote Morgan because I was thinking about
approaching Danielle and Shane, but Shane beat me to it. I really think I would have been next
gone from my tribe anyways, so I figured I may as well try something different.
Shane’s attempt at rallying all of the Arawaks together in case of a merger receives
little response.
Shane - EVERYONE READ IT, AND NO ONE SAID ANYTHING, SO THAT PLAN IS OUT THE HOLE. WE CAN
JUST RELEY IN RAFE AND JAMIE TO BRING JUDD AND GARY OVER, BUT SADLY I KNOW THEY ARE
WITH MISTY, AND WANT TO GET RID OF ALL CAQS. WE NEED A MIRACLE.
Danielle - Margaret, make me an instrument of Thy peace.
Where there is hatred, let me sow love,
Where there is offense, pardon,
Where there is discord, unity,
Where there is doubt, faith,
Where there is error, truth,
Where there is despair, hope,
Where there is sadness, joy,
Where there is darkness, light.
O Divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek
To be consoled as to console,
To be understood as to understand,
To be loved as to love.
For it is in giving that we receive,
It is in pardoning that we are pardoned,
It is in dying that we are born to eternal life.
Also let me kick Misty's ass in Thy name.
Amen
Shane - LMFAO HAHAHA, THAT WAS THE BEST THING I READ IN THE ENTIRE GAME LOL!

Danielle - The best thing I've heard in this game is "Misty, the tribe has spoken." I hope to hear it
again really soon.

Challenge Beach, Night 13
Jeff Probst - Come on in
Rafe - Do I win?
Gary - No, Rafe! we all win when you're here
Rafe - Aw, Gary, you're so sweet. Wanna make out? So, who got kicked off?
Melinda – Terry
Judd - Terry is out of here, Rafe. He left with dignity in tact.
Jeff Probst - Alright, Today's challenge will have no directions. Well okay maybe one. You have to
solve every part of it! I'll post it at 8:03. First tribe to solve every part of it wins.
Rafe - Caribe Arawak Caquetios Orinoco Arikok Queen Isabella orohubo Aracua Alonso De Ojeda
Betico Croes Outcasts Are Obsolete
Melinda – Caribe Arawak Caquetios Orinoco Arikok Queen Isabella orohubo Aruaca Alonso De Ojeda
Betico Croes Outcasts Are Obsolete
Jeff Probst - Caquetios wins Immunity! Congratulations, Melinda's is the right answer.
Jamie - Greta job guys!
Courtney - Yay! good job Melinda!
Melinda – CONFESSIONAL - I definitely feel great about that challenge win! I figured all of
the answers out but one, and once Rafe posted I knew which was his mistake, so I was able to
post the correct answer quickly! It gives me a huge boost of confidence, because I know everyone
has seen me as weak... I kind of wish I wouldn't have had to reveal to everyone that I'm not that
retarded, but I needed this, so it's definitely worth revealing that. It gives me a lot of hope,
because if I make it to the merge, I'm going to need to probably win some challenges, because I'll
be starting over with a clean slate, and I definitely don't think I will have the numbers like I've
had during the beginning of the game. Tonight I proved again that I can adapt in order to survive,
and that's really the most important part of the victory for me personally.

Tribal Council, Night 13
The Arawak tribe is given no time in between the challenge and the beginning of
Tribal Council, which means that all of their scrambling must be done in public.
Jeff Probst - Come on in guys, been a while since there's been Tribal Council on Arawak.
Jamie - OMG!
Rafe - My head is going to explode.
Shane - OMG IS RIGHT!
Danielle - I fuikgnc haet rdwo lssaermbc.
Jeff Probst - Jamie, is this one tribe now or do the old Arawak and the old Caquetios still exist
here?
Jamie - Seeing Terry and Cirie gone. Huge surprise.This is a whole new game it looks like.
Jeff Probst - Danielle, who is the tribe's weakest link?
Danielle - Seeing as we've won 2 challenges, besides this one, I'd say the weakest link isn't really
clear on this tribe.

Morgan - Im here bishes
sorry.
Jeff Probst - Morgan, who is your biggest threat on this tribe?
Morgan - Nobody haha, I think the tribes being combined was a little scary, but we have grown as a
tribe, and I am so happy, were more like threats to the taco bell tribe.
Jamie - Hey Rafe. I hope you got my PM buddy!
Rafe - I don't know if I did, Jamie.
Jamie - ARAWAK!
Jeff Probst - Shane, it's been said by Jamie himself that this is one tribe now, but clearly he's
sending messages to Rafe about Arawak, how does this make you feel?
Shane - SHANE DOESNT LIKE THAT!
SHANE THINKS IT WILL BE HIM TONIGHT, ALTHOUGH I
THOUGHT IT WOULD BE SOMEONE ELSE WHEN I CAME TONIGHT.
Morgan - Should I be worried? haha or was it what we were talking about the other day?
Jamie - You shouldn't be worried at all but we ALL should be worried to some degree.
Jeff Probst - Rafe, what do you think Jamie means when he says, "ARAWAK!"
Rafe - Well, Jeff, that would depend if he was stressing the first, second, or third syllable. It's all
very complex. Actually, I'm not sure.
Jeff Probst - Does anyone else feel as out of the loop as I do? Jamie... Rafe doesn't understand
what you meant, what did you mean?
Shane - JUST SAY IT WE ALL KNOW WHAT U MEAN ANYWAY. RAFE, PLEASE HONOR WHAT WE
AGREED TO, PLEASE!
Jamie - It was a tongue in cheek thing Jeff..Honestly, I am very sad one of us has to go tonight and
I plan on sticking it out with this crew if I make it through this TC and if I make it to a merge.
Jeff Probst - Shane, what did you agree to?
Morgan - Sounds like a plot against Morgan xD
Aras - Hey guys. Im here!!! sorry, weekend are busy for me.
Shane - WELL, I WILL SAY IT, SINCE I DONT HOLD THINGS BACK, ME, DANIELLE, ARAS, RAFE, AND
JAMIE WERE SUPPOSED TO VOTE MORGAN OUT TONIGHT. APPREANTLY JAMIE CHANGED HIS MIND.
I JUS HOPE RAFE STICKS WITH US, I REALLY DO.
Morgan - Knew it! why would yous do that? seriously, i've had your backs from day 1
well I am
sorry Aras but im voting you..
Jamie - Hey, I never agreed to that deal. And you know it. I don't know about Rafe. But, if Morgan
does go, and we lose TC, it will probably be me or Rafe anyway? No?
Morgan - exactly, duh Caqs will stick together.
Danielle - So much for a diplomatic Tribal Council.
Aras - I know it will be me tonight. I am not online much, and I have votes. I also think Rafe will
vote me out. Probably a 3-3 vote. lol still <3 you guys though, and I would love to change your
mind(s) if I could.
Jamie - Soooo, Rafe, since it's all out. What do you plan on doing?
Shane - MORGAN, HONEST TO GOD, I ACTUALLY LIKE YOU. I THOUGHT ID HATE U , BUT COMMING
HERE U ARE COOL. BUT IT WAS REALLY MY ONLY CHOICE. AND I WASNT THE MASTER MIND BEHIND
IT EITHER. RAFE CAN EITHER CAUSE A TIE, OR VOTE WITH US AND VOTE MORGAN OUT. HIS
CHOICE!
Jamie - The same for you, and Danielle and especially Aras who I found to be awesome. I like all
you guys. it sucks that oen of us will be gone tonight, but the thing I am worried about, is that
even if Morgan or Rafe, or myself go tonight, you 3 would just vote out whoever is left of us.
Aras - Screw it, Ive got nothing to lose at this point. I hold no loyalties. Anyone want my vote?
Shane - VOTE MORGAN!

Morgan - Well Shane, you know I liked you too
but i seriously think voting me out is not a good
option, considering I was going to stick with you guys throughout merger.
Shane - WELL U NEVER TOLD ME THAT.
Morgan - VOTE SHANE.
Aras - voting out Morgan forces a tie...then I go with 3 past votes... duh
Jamie - ARAS! You stick with us you will GO very far. I SWEAR!
Shane - ARAS JUST CAUSE THE TIE AND LET IT BE FAIR, PLEASE ARAS I WAS WITH U SINCE DAY 1, I
SAVED U FROM GETTING VOTED OUT!
Aras - Who are you guys voting? Honestly guys, Jamie has made more of an effort with me on this
tribe via PM then anyone on old Caq.
Danielle - There's 1 more IC until the merge. I'm really sorry Morgan. We had no choice but to
target one of you. Once I found out that Jaime was sending you everything I said, I knew I
couldn't approach you for any deal, you just wouldn't trust me at all.
Jamie - Aras, Melinda, and Courtney and Judd and Gary will be voting for one of you guys when we
merge anyway. Do you really want to be grouped w/ them?
Shane - FUCK U JAMIE ARAS I SAVED U BACK ON CAQ, ITS YOUR TURN TO SAVE ME NOW! THEY WILL
VOTE U OUT AT MERGE!
Danielle - Yeah, seriously Aras, we pretty much single handedly saved you from Misty and Court.
Morgan - I hope Rafe you know what your going to do and its the right thing cos, me, you and
Jamie could be final 3, we'd end up being with Judd and Gary at merger. and we'd have numbers
over them, how long have I been loyal to you both ily guys muchly and Rafey if it is me, will you
care to start my paper shredder up?
Danielle - Yeah, seriously Aras, we pretty much single handedly saved you from Misty and Court.
Aras - I understand that Danielle... but dont you see that it is a tie, and unless I am tied with Rafe,
I am a goner??? Who are you voting Jamie?
Shane - RAFE IM TELLING U THE BEST INTEREST IS WITH US. THEY WILL PICK US ALL OFF, THERE
ALLIANCE IS THE 5 OF THEM! ARAS PLEASE, I SAVED U , REPAY THE FAVOR!
Danielle - Since Aras has decided to turn on us. How's this: Let me and Shane survive tonight. We'll
vote out Aras with you. You can pick us off at your leisure, but at least Shane and I are trying to
help you guys in the challenges.
Shane - THEY ARE VOTING ME, PLEASE ARAS, ITS A TIE BETWEEN ME AND MORGAN! THEY ALREADY
VOTED FOR ME! DONT LET THEM LIE! BTW RAFE PLEASE!
Aras - I’m not turning on anyone, I am just saying I am toast unless it is 3/3 Rafe. Do you really
think Rafe is voting Morgan??? please.
Jamie - Well, we were gonna vote for you because of past votes. But we are opened to other
ideas. But, if we vote for you, you know it's a tie, and you'll be gone.
Morgan - I'm in agreement, I voted Aras
Jamie - LOL. We haven't voted for anyone yet.
Aras - I am not turning on anyone Danielle, so dont turn it around on me.
Danielle - You're not turning on us, you're just voting us out. I see.
Jamie - Morg. Danielle and Shane could be lying you know.
Danielle - But I'm not. I've been honest to you, I've laid it all out. You were the one who was lying.
Once again, I'm being honest. If you guys decide to vote Aras, tell me and I'll vote with you. He
JUST tried to backstab me and Shane. Like I'm going to have his back.
Shane - U WILL NOT BE VOTED OUT AT ALL ARAS. VOTE MORGAN AND IT WILL BE A TIE 3 VOTES
SHANE 3 VOTES MORGAN. U HAVE NO CHANCE OF LEAVING I SWEAR TO GOD. PLEASE SAVE ME LIKE
I SAVED U BACK IN CAQ WHEN U WERE FIRST GONE, IF IT WERENT FOR ME AND DANIELLE U
WOULD BE GONE RIGHT NOW! RAFE PLEASE RAFE PLEASE!

Jeff Probst - Rafe, it seems to pretty much lay in the hands of you and Aras. What is your criteria
for making the decision.
Jamie - So, Aras, what are you gonna do?
Aras - Right now my vote is Morgan, it always has been. What I say is that my ONLY chance is
voting Rafe. Morgan made it clear she is voting for me, so unless there is a big turn around..I am
toast.
Danielle - WTF? You think Morgan and Jaime are going to vote Rafe and that's what you were
saying? They just said their only options were You, me and Shane. That's why I'm thinking you
wanted to backstab us.
Jamie - But you did just say you were opened to other things right?
Morgan - Well I voted for Aras, Rafe and Jamie it's our only hope
.. but yeah whatever happens,
happens for a reason. I do trust Danielle and Shane and like them a lot. But Rafe and Jamie mean
the world to me, and I am sorry to Aras too. I feel bad letting this all out in the open.
Shane - FOR THE LOVE OF GOD, ARAS, JUST VOTE MORGAN ONCE AND WE ARE EVEN, THEN U CAN
GO WITH THEM IF U WANT. I SAVED U AND ALLIED WITH U AND DANIELLE, AND NOW MY OWN
ALLUANCE MEMBER IS DOING THIS. HOW CAN U TRUST JAMIE MORE THAN ME WHEN I WAS WITH U
SINCE DAY 1 AND SAVED U! WENT OUT OF MY WAY TO DO IT! RAFE AND JAMIE, U GUYS HAD A
DEAL WITH US THAT WE WOULD HONOR TOO! RAFE, SAY WE ARE ALL GETTING PCIKED OFF AT
MERGE, VOTE OUT MORGAN, AND THATS ONE HIGHER POSITION FOR YOU. PLEASE FOR THE LOVE
OF GOD!
Aras - Sure, I am open to other things, since I am basically toast and trust you (Jamie the most.) If
it matters, I would rather boot Danielle than Shane if it comes to it.
Jamie - I do too. i like Danielle and Shane and Aras. I hate that this has all come out in the open
and I hope we don't go against each other whoever it is that leaves.
Rafe - I hate all of you, just so you know.
Jamie - You'd vote for Danielle, Aras?
Morgan - Oh god Shane, and too think I was going to help you and get further into merge, you've
shown your true colors. I hope Rafe and Jamie, and even Danielle make the right decision what is
in best interest to them. I was in agreement to everything from voting Misty out and sticking it
out with our final 7.
Shane - NO FUCKING DUH, I WANT TO GO ALONG WITH IT. BUT I HAVE TO VOTE OUTSOME, AND
JAMIE AND RAFE SHOWED THEY WANTED TO COME WITH US, AND U DIDNT. I LIKE U MORGAN, I
REALLY DO, BUT IT WAS MY ONLY CHOICE.
Danielle - Shane, vote out Aras. Since Morgan just voted it's our only hope.
Shane - RAFE PLEASE VOTE WITH US, PLEASE, I LOVE YOU!
Jamie - Aras make your decision?
Shane - U KNOW WHAT, ARAWAK, ILL WILL MAKE A PACT TO VOTE OUT ARAS RIGHT NOW! I WILL
VOTE ARAS! IF U AGREE TO AS WELL, THEN WE ARE ALL HAPPY!
Aras - Im voting Danielle. Frankly, I do trust her, but I am not voting Jamie. Danielle/Shane refuse
to vote Rafe for whatever reason, and thats my only shot. So I suggest we boot Danielle, but do
NOT freak out and get rid of Shane next. We keep this group SOLID after tonight. (minus BD)
Morgan - I've already voted Aras xD goshh this is confusing, asides i think merger is next round and
if we keep our stronger members, we can win over the others.
Shane - I JUST VOTED ARAS AS WELL. ITS MY ONLY CHANCE!
Danielle - Sorry for voting for you Aras, I do realize that I'm only buying myself a week or two more
time in this game, but I fucking saved you from being voted out by Misty our second Tribal
Council, and then you fucking backstab me first chance you get? Shows how trustworthy you are.

Rafe - I'm right here Jamie! Just trying to figure out wtf is going on. This is the strangest TC ever,
Poobst hasn't even had to ask questions.
Aras - I promise Jamie, Morgan, and Rafe allegiance, I guess it is up to them to trust me! I know, I
dont look trustworthy for booting Danielle, but after Cirie went...my whole alliance to old Caq
went out the window. And I trust Jamie like whoa.
Morgan - I voted Aras too
Shane - PLEASE RAFE, VOTE ARAS, AND WE WILL ALL BE HAPPY! PLEASE!
Morgan - Jamie and Rafe, there is still hope, who do we vote for? Danielle or Aras?
Shane - WELL I VOTED ARAS, AND RAFE I HOPE U DO THE SAME. THANK YOU, AND THAT IS ALL I CAN
SAY.
Danielle - I didn't really want to vote out Morgan anyways. She was really welcoming. Thanks for
making the decision easier Aras.
Morgan - your gorgeous <3
Jeff Probst - ok peoples, continue the bickering.
Shane - YEA, EVEN IF IM VOTED OUT NEXT, ILL BE HAPPY IF ARAS IS GONE TONIGHT! I VOTED FOR
HIM, AND I HOPE OTHERS DID AS WELL.
Aras - Oh whatever, I hope it is still 4-2 for you Danielle. Jamie, I hope you can help me out
here....I do trust you the most, and I dont want to go. I am one person with no alliances right
now. (obviously) where as Danielle and Shane have ties to old Caqs that might try to join up and
swing votes come merge.
Morgan - Jamie and Rafe what are you guys doing?
Jamie - I really like you Danielle but you know that comment is full of BS,
Shane - I HAVE NO TIES U ASS FUCK! CIRIE WAS WITH ME, AND SHE IS GONE. BTW JUST IN CASE,
WELCOME TO THE SHIT BITCH LIST ARAS!
Rafe - Scratching my head.
Jeff Probst - Well for some odd reason I feel like this has bonded the tribe by airing the dirty
laundry.
Danielle - Oh please. Who would we team up with? Melinda? She came like 3 minutes every night?
Courtney maybe? Yeah right. Arawak: Look at how loyal Aras is right now. That's how "loyal" he'll
be to you.
Aras - And Danielle, why dont you tell Morgan and the rest of old Arawak about the "NEW" plan you
concocted after Cirie went...about acting like we were with them, wanting "bitchy Morgan out"
then at merge, regrouping with the Caqs, and making a final pact with BD???? Guess that slipped
your mind.
Jamie - Hmmmm...
Shane - WTF SHANE NEVER HEARD OF THIS PACT, WHEN DID THIS HAPPEN!
Danielle - Actually, it's true. I guess you'll find out after the show is over and you read the fan fic,
but you and Rafe kept talking to me and Shane so we said "Morgan probably doesn't want to flip,
so we just have to try to get Jaime and Rafe to vote Morgan."
Jamie - Oh, I believe you 100%. And I don't BLAME you at all for doing that.
Aras - Ask Dani about it, it was called "New Plan" Also, I told her out right I was never going to be
in an alliance that included BD...and that the only hope for me was booting Rafe, because he had
3 votes.
Danielle - What the fuck are you talking about?
Shane – JEFF IS RIGHT. I FEEL CLOSER TO EVERYONE IN SOME ODD WAY.
Rafe - Was that before or after you told me you'd never vote me out?
My poor little gay heart is
broken!
Morgan - me too but I've got no idea who I am voting for lol I am needing some convincing.

Aras - C'mon, it was my only shot. Anything else was a 3/3 tie, and I was toast. I was just hoping
we won til merge.
Danielle - Wow. I've PMd you about 3 times here dipshit, and none of it was spilling my strategy to
you.
Shane - RAFE VOTE OUT ARAS WITH US, HE JUST SAID HE WANTED TO VOTE U EARLIER, PAY HIM
BACK!
Rafe - Rafe already did, Shane.
Aras - Your going to sit here and tell me that RIGHT after Cirie went, you didnt send me a PM about
how we HAD to convince Rafe to vote with us for Morgan (which I knew would NEVER happen, and
told you BOTH that), and that Jamie couldnt be trusted because you "tricked" him, and he ran
and told Morgan everything? And that once Morgan was gone, and we merged, we would try to
team back up with Caqs, and include BD (puke) in a final pact???? dplease.
Shane - IF HE VOTED U, THEN VOTE HIS ASS OUTTTTAAA HEYAAAAA!
Danielle - Well, I'm not going to tell lies to save myself here. I've been honest to the people here. I
thought I was voting for you tonight, but I didn't PM you and bullshit you. Aras is pulling shit out
of his ass to save himself. Kudos to him? And yes Rafe, Aras wanted you out if it makes any
difference.
Morgan - so I have no idea which way to go now xD
Shane - I HONEST TO GOD 100% I NEVER SAID THAT, ARAS. STOP PUTTING WORDS IN MY MOUTH U
LITTLE WEASEL FUCK! I AM A RELIGIOUS MAN, AND I SWEAR TO GOD, I SWEAR ON ANYTHING U
WANT ME TO, I NEVER SAID THAT.
Aras - I was talking about Danielle, Shane. Yep, I did want Rafe out. This was before I was talking
to Jamie a ton, and he was my ONLY shot of staying in the game because of his previous votes.
Danielle - Are you kidding me? Bob Dawg? The only thing I ever told your sorry ass was that we had
to stick together (the whole tribe here, the ccurrent Arawak) after merge. And I said that
included Bob Dawg. And, I haven't called Morgan a bitch here. I LIKE Morgan personally ever since
the first day we were here because she was nice enough to PM me welcoming me.
Shane - ARAS IS THE REASON WE ARE LIKE THIS, JUST VOTE HIM OUT, AND EVERYONES HAPPY!
Morgan - well Jamie and Rafe whatever you decide
Aras - Ok, I am going to bed. Vote me out if you must, but the thing about the PM is 110% true.
Good luck, and my vote is Danielle!
Jeff Probst - You know how hard it is for me to say this but... let's begin to break this up guys..
Shane - BASICALLY THIS IS WHAT IS THE THING ARAS VOTED DANIELLE ME AND DANILLE VOTED
ARAS. PLEASE VOTE WITH US!
Morgan - lets see what happens
Danielle - Ok Aras.
If it matters at all, I can tell you that I'm sorry for planning on voting for you
tonight Morgan, but as you can see I guess it doesn't even matter since it's been turned around.
I'm being completely honest with what I'm saying, no bullshit. Hopefully you guys can see that,
but I don't know. Jaime, I was being honest to you with the strategy I put forth. I wanted this
group to be final 7.
Rafe - Notice everyone trusts Jamie right up until he votes them out?
Jamie - Where did that come from?
Jeff Probst Maybe I'll just let this continue for a wee bit longer.
Rafe - No drama intended, Jeff. It's just funny. Haha funny, not omg-i'm-voting-out-jamie funny.
Jeff Probst - ...shit. Okay do I have everyone's final votes?
Morgan - Surely do.
Jeff Probst - Once the votes have been read the decision is final, the person voted off will be
asked to leave the tribal council area immediately.
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Arawak, Night 13
After having returned from a record breaking Tribal Council, Arawak looks towards
the future.
Morgan - Oh gosh, i am glad that is over and I managed to survive haha shizzle sticks i was like
crying going "I don't want to go" haha it's okay. so how are you?
Jamie - Great. I was worried there for a second that they had gotten Rafe. Because Shane sent me
a PM and said that Rafe was voting with them to vote you out! Glad you survived and not only
that, we didn’t even risk a tie! WOWZA! So, on to the merge I guess. But we are safe no matter
that in this tribe now though.
So are we gonna hook back up w/ Judd and Gary?
Morgan - Yeah, but I am thinking they are alligned with Melinda, haha what are your thoughts?
Im thinking we team up with Danielle and Shane haha. but i dunno.. cos then it'd mean me, you,
and Rafe final 3.
Jamie - Yeah, that's my ideal Final 3. But, I agree that Judd and Gary are with Melinda and
Courtney and plan on dragging them to the end because they are easier to beat in challenges.
Morgan - Yes, I agree. haha. so, maybe we should go with Shane and Danielle?
Jamie - I don't trust Danielle though. I REALLY wanted to vote for her tonight. I think we should
have. I think she is gonna flip on us on a dime when we merge. Just a hunch.
Morgan - yeah? well if not merger next round wanna throw the challenge and vote her out? cos I
know for Judd and Gary are with us at merger.
Jamie - Are you sure Judd and Gary will be w/ us? I totally think they have a better shot at the end
w/ Court and Mel than me and you. But, what a comeback. ALL CAQ members were around and it
was only 5 of us. AMAZING.
Morgan - I know were doing amazing. well I know that Judd doesn't full heartdly trust Gary so I am
thinking yes Judd and Gazza will be with us, but id rather us three go to the end, so for now I
think we should stick with Shane and Danielle get off the outcasts, then deal with Mel and Court
and see where Judd and Gary stand with our alliance? but after that I think us 3 will take the win
Jamie - I don't think it's a good idea bringing Rafe anymore.
Morgan – CONFESSIONAL - I am so surprised, considering I absolutly hated Shane
and Danielle before hand xD, they were so mean and just so immature, but now over here, now
that we have numbers, I am finding a new side to them -- a side that I am queen and ruler, it's
great. But I am not going to use it to my advantage, I am going to play my game, I am hoping and
praying merger is soon so me and Jamie can pull away and go with Judd and Gary and we think
they have Melinda with them, so if so, we have a majority at merger which is great for us. I am
so surprised, considering I absolutly hated Shane and Danielle before hand xD, they were so mean
and just so immature, but now over here, now that we have numbers, I am finding a new side to
them -- a side that I am queen and ruler, it's great. But I am not going to use it to my advantage,
I am going to play my game, I am hoping and praying merger is soon so me and Jamie can pull
away and go with Judd and Gary and we think they have Melinda with them, so if so, we have a
majority at merger which is great for us.
In disbelief of what had just occurred, Shane and Danielle bond out of necessity.

Shane - DANIELLE THAT WAS CRAZY, AND ARAS SCREWED HIMSELF. I THINK THAT A MERGE IS NEXT,
AND THAT WE SHOULD STICK TOGETHER WITH THIS TRIBE. IF U THINK ABOUT IT, IM THE ONLY
PERSON U HAVE BEEN WITH THIS ENITRE GAME, AND YOU FOR ME. JUST THOUGHT OF THAT. IM
SO HAPPY WE BOTH SURVIVED THAT AND WE NEED A MERGE NEXT. IF IT DOES COME TO ME AND
YOU NEXT BOOT, I WILL NOT SAY 1 BAD THING ABOUT U, ILL JUST LET THEM PICK. ONCE AGAIN,
POOR TERRY
Danielle - Shit. I hated that. Shit shit shit shit fuck. Yeah, I would never turn on you. I PROMISE you
that. The game isn't worth it to me. I'll stick with you to our grisly ends at the hands of Misty.
Shane - AGREED, D, WE WERE ALLINED IN DAY 1, AND LIKE I SAID BACK THEN, I WILL SAY IT AGAIN, I
WILL NEVER CROSS U OR TURN ON U, HOWEVER U WANT TO SAY IT. I HOPE THAT WE CAN STICK
WITH THIS TRIBE AND VOTE OUT OUTCASTS OR SOMETHING. I WANT US BOTH TO MAKE MERGE SO
WE CAN TALK IN THE JURY HOUSE!
Danielle - Agreed. I really want us to at least make jury, so if Court or Misty get final 2 we can vote
against them. I have the suspicion Melinda betrayed us too.
Shane - I GUARANTEE SHE DID, I REALLY HOPE US 5 CAN KICK ASS AT MERGE. MELINDA MAKES ME
SICK. ALMOST AS MUCH AS FRICKIN MISTY. MELINDA WAS WITH US, AND SHE FUCKING SCREWED
US. I WISH THAT TERRY WAS HERE TO TELL US EXATCLY WHAT HAPPENED, CAUSE ID LIKE TO
KNOW.
Danielle - Plus we saved Melinda 100%. If she wasn't with us, then she would have been gone so
fast.
Danielle – CONFESSIONAL - I hate them because they don't deserve to be here. Misty isn't a
game player, she got lucky because: a. There was a twist b. Cindy cheated. It's pure luck why
she's still in this game. I hate Courtney because she's the reason Terry and Cirie and gone. And
maybe that was good strategy for her, but I still hate her, even if it is personal. Courtney's no
game player, Terry was and I miss him like crazy!
Meanwhile, Danielle stirs the pot amongst the original Arawak members.
Jamie - How'd you know I sent Morgan everything you said you told me?
Danielle - Rafe told me. I regretted having to pull that out, but I wanted to stay.
Jamie - Rafe told you? Interesting? How did that convo come up?
Danielle - Well, I was trying to get him to vote with us (I don't think Morgan's name had come up at
that point.) and then he said something like "I don't trust Jaime or Morgan now because once I
told Jaime what you said he immediately told Morgan." Don't take my words verbatim, I don't
remember really well what was said.
Jamie - Oh, okay. Yeah, we talked about that. I hope we merge soon.
Danielle - Me too, even though I'm fucked if we merged and fucked if we don't.
Jamie - Umm, it could be any of us when we merge. Who knows what Misty and Judd and Courtney
decide. Trust me. JUDD is a big part of the plots. Otherwise, him and Gary wouldn't have
survived.
Danielle - I have a suspicion Melinda is with them. I don't know for sure though.
Jamie - Oh ok? So, Courtney was on the outs before or something right? And Melinda was with you
guys? So, are you positive Miisty would come after you guys?
Danielle - Courtney and Misty were the outcasts of the tribe, but they didn't know it until Misty was
voted out. And I really helped get Misty out, so unless she's retarded she'll come after me. I really

want her gone, since she doesn't seem to have a single brain cell and just came back because she
got lucky.
Jamie - Hmmm, so do you want to vote Misty when we merge? I'd be with you if that's what you
wanted to do.
Danielle - ABSOLUTELY 100%. Same with Shane. It's probably a stupid personal move on my part.
But I don't care. I want the bitch gone so bad you don't even know.
Jamie - ALSO. Now that we have BOB DAWG...That's 6 to their 5. I thought we were outnumbered.
Danielle - I thought you three would join Judd and Gary, who would want to keep Misty.
Jamie - Who said that? We have 6 here, so might as well keep it rolling you know?
Danielle - I thought someone said it at Tribal? Maybe I'm making it up in my head, but I just
assumed that with voting out Aras, you guys made it clear you were going with the original
Arawak all the way, since either you or Rafe said Morgan was really close to Gary and Judd.
Jamie - I think Morgan said that. But, I think she was only saying that only so me and Rafe would
stick w/ her. I like Judd and he is a HUGE Power Player. You will see once you talk to him. He is
VERY detailed. He sends long PM's that are very in-depth and discusses everything and he is VERY
convincing my goodness. If Misty is as ditzy as you say she is, I bet Judd has her head like mush by
now.
Danielle - He def. did that with Courtney, because even with our major damage control pre-switch,
she still flopped, even though it will get her no where. And yeah, Misty would be taken with
someone who actually wanted to talk to her.
Jamie - Ummm, Courtney is going deep into the game. Just a hunch.
Danielle - Not as far as you might think. If the switch hadn't happened we would have taken her a
lot farther than she's going to go now.
Jamie - Hey, I am gonna go. See ya at the challenge tomorrow. We just have to talk to BD and see
what he plans to do. He could still be talking with Misty for all we know.
Danielle - Once again, thanks for trusting me and keeping me and I really would like to go to the
final 6 with this group, but that's not my call at all. Peace.

Caquetios, Day 14
Misty and Melinda continue to bond through their speculation.
Misty - we can't assume anything about what's going on over at Arawak. We don't even know if
we're really merging at 10...
Melinda - That's true, it could be 11, or 9... Oh, here's something I wanted to talk to someone
about but forgot about it since the challenge... what do you think Jeff means by "outcasts are
obsolete”? Do you think that means you and Bob Dawg aren't outcasts anymore? Or maybe it
doesn't mean anything, but I guess it just seemed weird that that would be the answer.
Misty - I was wondering about that too. When I saw the phrase, for a while I thought this was going
to turn out to be an individual challenge and that we had merged... That would have been a
crazy reveal if it had happened that way.
Melinda - Yeah, I was thinking that too as soon as we figured out the phrase! I could have had
individual immunity! That challenge was fun, super hard though! I PMed Jeff to see if he would
answer that question about the "outcasts are obsolete" but I didn't get a straight answer, as I
expected.
Misty - Of course...
Jeff likes to mess with us I think. Make us a little paranoid.
The
challenge was great but it was killing me that my hands were tied. Just as well since I was wrong

on a couple of them. It had reached a point that I was googling random words. Super tough.
Credit to Jeff of course. It wasn't even close to easy. I'm curious to find out who got voted out
tomorrow. I'd be surprised at anyone going really. Bob Dawg hasn't been around that I've noticed
so it's possible that there wasn't even a tie.
Melinda - Yeah... or there was a tie, and there was no Bob Dawg to break it, so something else
happened.... because it seemed like it went really late. I have no idea though. I am curious to
find out... do you know if we have a challenge tomorrow night or is he giving us Saturday off
again? I hope we have it off! So maybe we won't know for two days. Do you have any plans for
tomorrow?
Misty - If Bob Dawg wasn't around, I would think that Jeff would make the effort to find him and
get him to log in. So it's highly possible a tie did not happen. Or perhaps Jeff told Bobby
beforehand to leave a prevote in his confessional. According to the message at the top, we have
a challenge tomorrow unfortunately. No time off.
Melinda - I wonder if Shane made a huge scene... or if him and Morgan got into an argument... Oh
yikes!
Misty - Plenty of drama to go around with a couple of them. Shane and Morgan in particular. I can
just imagine... The others seem to have cooler heads so I guess we'll see the outcome tomorrow.
I think we will have something to speculate about after that.
The castaways are chomping at the bit to find out who was voted off on Arawak.
Misty – Morning. I'll be here before the challenge so hopefully we have some time to talk. I'm
definitely curious to see who got voted out of Arawak. It will give us a clue as to what's going on
over there.
Gary - I see we have the day off, that sucks I badly wanna know who got toasted.
Misty - Yeah. I just got here and saw the message. No challenge today, which probably means
another double header tomorrow. I've been checked back to the Arawak board now and again to
see who's around since TC ended and so far I've seen Danielle, Shane, Morgan and Jamie logged in
at various times. So it could be either Aras or Rafe that left?
Gary - I'm thinking Aras, he doesn't seem like he's been that active over there
What are your
plans for the evening? it should be nice to have a free night.
Misty - I didn't make plans for the night since I thought we had to get back here. Aras was only on
sporadically when he was on Caquetios so it wouldn't be a surprise at all. The thing that I'm also
wondering is if there was a tie or not... What's your take on Rafe, Morgan and Jamie? Were they
all people you feel you could count on when you were still over there and do you think they could
be making other plans with the Caquetios there?
Gary - If Aras wasn't there, there was most likely not a tie. Morgan/Jamie & Rafe are most likely
sticking together, we were a pretty solid little group. But,anything can happen when your butts
on the line.
Misty - All 6 people were at Arawak immediately after the challenge last night so they all had to
have voted. Only person I didn't see around was Bobby. I agree that anything can happen in those
circumstances. The thing is that everyone will be trying to postion themselves the best at the
merge and keeping people they think they can count on later. I wouldn't be surprised if my name
comes up at the merge given the circumstances.
Gary - true enough! whatever, I'm not overly concerned with things as I feel, I'm part of a great
group here and it's only gonna get better.

Melinda – CONFESSIONAL - I think that Gary is a really nice guy, playing the game with a
lot of integrity. I think he's kind of playing the game exactly how I was playing at the beginning...
laying low and not really being a big factor in anyone's minds. I've talked to him the least of
anyone on the team, but I think he seems like a great guy. I don't think I click with him in terms
of having a strong friendship with him, but I know that we have mutual respect for one another,
and that's nice to know.
Courtney and Misty discuss their new alliance member’s previous bonds.
Courtney - I wonder who got booted...It sounds like Jamie is a really busy player...Do you kno
anything about Arawak's alliances? When I ask Gary and Judd they say that they were all 1 big
alliance basically...
Misty - Just to add that we need to find out a bit more about Rafe, Morgan and Jamie as individuals
than that they were just one big drama-free group. What kind of people are they? What kind of
vibes do they give off? For some reason, when I asked Gary about them, he seemed less
connected to Jamie and Rafe. Rafe, he was willing to vote out instead of Brianna. Jamie, he
didn't sound like he had much of an opinion beyond he was nice. But that's just the feeling I got.
Also, previously, Cindy mentioned to me she was going to take Jamie out next had she stayed,
saying she liked him but he was a bit weird.
I don't know how much weight her opinion carries
since she got outcasted by the whole lot.
Courtney - Wow you are so awesome! Good thinking! I wonder who got booted...It sounds like
Jamie is a really busy player...Do you kno anything about Arawak's alliances? When I ask Gary and
Judd they say that they were all 1 big alliance basically...
Misty - This was just one night. If we see a pattern with others on other nights, it might point to
something. I really have no idea what's going on over there. People who talk for a long time with
each other are probably ones to watch out for. Yeah. I got the same from Gary and Judd when I
asked them after the first tribal we did together.
Courtney - Yea we should both talk with those people! Oh so he has been talking about game with
you? That is good! I have not really talked with him about that too much but hopefully we will
now that he is on...Yea I kno wat you mean about Cindy. She had said Gary was an outsider but
he does not seem to be at all...I also saw your message that Aras got booted! wow...Have you
told Melinda yet? The guys?
Misty - Nope. Not yet. I don't think they know I can talk to Bobby. I certainly haven't said anything
about it. Bobby posts these small statements with nothing to read into it. It's hardly talking
game...
Courtney - O I was talking about Gary not Bobby. I am asking Melinda if she is sticking with our
tribe right now. I wonder wat she will say...
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - I like Misty more now...She is being more reliable with
information and she is trying very hard. She is spying on the other camp even. I do not have the
patience for that...Too busy with real life stuff. If I cannot win it I hope she does...
Courtney - Wat are we going to do at the merge by the way? You are going to stick with our new
tribe right?
Melinda - Yeah of course! I hope everyone in it plans on being loyal.
Courtney - Yea me too! I am wondering how Caquetios will be to us tho...
Melinda - Yeah, the only person I really trust is you, and I think Misty is honest also. I don't really
know where Judd, Gary, Shane, Danielle, Rafe, Morgan, Jamie, Bob Dawg, or Aras stand

whatsoever. I like Judd and Gary a lot, but I hope they don't go back to the original Arawak... I
worry that it could happen because they seemed so close.
Courtney - Yea I kno wat you mean...I think Judd and Gary will be with Arawak at the merge but
hopefully us more. If not then we are in big trouble...
Melinda - I just worry that what will happen is that we'll immediately eliminate Bob
Dawg/Shane/Danielle/Aras and then if it's you, Misty, and me and all 5 original Arawaks, who
Judd/Gary will decide to side with. We'll have to see who got voted off last night from Arawak,
and then decide what's best to do. It's just really hard to know since we didn't really get to know
Bob Dawg, and we don't know a thing about Morgan/Jamie/Rafe. So I guess we'll just have to play
it by ear, but no matter what I think you Misty and me should stick together since we've been
together for the whole game.
Courtney - Yea I kno wat you mean...That scares me too. I hope we can trust them. I cannot really
trust the Caquetios becuz they lied to me...I kno that I cannot trust Arawak either tho...I agree
that you on everything. We do not kno when the merge is either...
Melinda - Yeah, that's the other scary thing, hopefully we'll merge sooner rather than later. There's
so many question marks! It makes the game exciting, but also very scary!
Courtney - Yea I will say! It is very scary not knowing wat is going on. I was more scared when I got
lied to by the other Caquetios tho becuz I thought I was going to be voted off next...O by the way
wat was Terry saying before he got voted off? I heard he was talking badly about me and trying to
make me look bad. At his last tribal council he made it sound like I was wishy-washy trying to stir
up trouble. I told him to his face that I was not going with him and I never promised him
anything...
Melinda - I deal with Courtney exactly how I deal with Misty... in a very fake way where I
subtly suck up to her to build up her ego, and to build her trust in me. Like Misty, she doesn't
discuss future options in terms of strategy with me. Maybe that means I'm on the outs with the
whole tribe, but they seem to have this attitude that we should go with the flow and see what
happens. She really is set on trusting Judd/Gary to just stay true to her and not go back to their
original alliances they had on Arawak. I just find it very hard to believe that they genuinely want
to stick with Misty/Courtney. It's frustrating that Courtney/Misty want to just blindly trust Judd
and Gary because they've been honest to them so far. I just wish Courtney would listen to some
of my ideas and explore her options. I think Courtney and Misty both are just kind of set on
outlasting the original Caq's, just for reasons of pride.

Arawak, Day 14
Jamie and Morgan turn on their alliance mate, Rafe, and regret ever keeping him in
the game.
Jamie - I have to talk to you about something. It's very disturbing. I need to tell you before I leave.
R U leaving soon?
Morgan - Nope, I will be online for a long time go on
Jamie - Ok. RAFE. Apparently, RAFE told Danielle that he didn't trust me or you because I TOLD
him what he (RAFE) told me about what DANIELLE said about you. Confusing I know. But, I
actually believe Danielle. ESPECIALLY with Jamie's comment toward me at TC. I have the PM
saved of what Danielle said. I know Danielle is definitely trying to save her own ass but I totally

believe her when she said that RAFE said he didn't trust you and me that much anymore. I am
livid.
Morgan - Hmm so do you want to get out him next then? cos' no offense but I really don't like Rafe,
I haven't liked him since day 01, I just needed him though for a couple of vote off's. DAYUM I
should've voted him out instead of Bri. Well I will try butter Shane up and getting him with us on
our side. But, what would you do? vote off Rafe or Danielle?
Jamie - I defo want him gone now. After that especially. It's just that, Danielle and Shane will 100%
flip that on us. I think they'd go back and vote with Rafe. They think we are more opt to go back
to Judd and Gary while Rafe is more of a floater. I wish we had kept Brianna now. That was a big
mistake. I think we might have to stay close with Rafe for now and get rid of him when we merge
VERY early. Let's make sure we tell Judd too and Rafe even said he didn't trust Judd that much.
So, we should inform JUDD W/ that. I can't believe he would say he didn't trust us after we saved
his ass over and over again. He was dragged this far. UGH! I can't wait to blindside him.
Morgan - Lol, I know me either, I am so mad! Brianna is more of a better player than he will ever
be, so you reacon we need to butter Rafey boy up? too keep him tight, I think we should just win
the challenge, but I wont be on tomorrow I have to work
guhh it sucks and I have a feeling
something will happen, merge will be soon considering there are 9 people left + 2 outcasts which
is 11, we will merge after this immunity challenge I reacon, or something soon. I can't wait to get
rafe out either, I know Judd and Gary will want out allegance back
I trust them and you with
my heart. So what if we were to lose tonight then?
Jamie - There is NO TC tonight. At least it says there isn't YOu should ask poody, and I will too, just
to be sure. And then you can pre-vote just in case. I had no idea you felt that way about Rafe.
Rafe is a snake. I am still pissed he said that. But Danielle is scrambling hardball.
Morgan - I agree with you, well I think we can do it
just stay calm
Ill keep close with Shane
for now and really be-friend him
I can manage dont worry hehe. but don't say anything to
Rafe just keep being your plain self, be nice and comfort him cos then itll be good.
Jamie - Oh yeah. I will defo make sure I stay close w/ Rafe. I had no idea he would say that about
us! I am still livid. At least we survived tonight. That was some TC. Danielle said she swore she'd
vote Misty out first if we merged.
Morgan - haha cool, cos she hates Misty hmm perhaps we could use Misty? whatever happens I think
were in a good position.
Jamie - Yep we're in a good position for now at least. I'd rather use Misty and get rid of Danielle
and Rafe. Rafe especially. Sheesh.
Jamie – CONFESSIONAL - RAFE! Because of his TC comment and he can't be trusted. I know
where everyone else stands but it is far too dangerous knowing someone you are supposedly close
with is double dealing and talking out of his ass after you saved him. :retard:
Bob Dawg is back and he’s his usual random self.
Bob Dawg - Hey man, read the tc, sorry I didn't come. So you have secret alliances your not telling
me about?
Jamie - NO! What made you think that?
Bob Dawg - Shane said you were part of a group to boot Morgan, and since were tight, I thought
you would of told me

Jamie - I was not part of that plan at all. Shane did tell Rafe too and apparently Shane said that
Rafe agreed to it. I didn't agree to anything at all w/ Shane. I never told him I would boot
Morgan. Not once.
Bob Dawg - Just checking, I trust you above all. So whats up with you?
Jamie - Not much. I defo would have told you if I was booting Morgan w/ Shane and Danielle. Not
much is up w/ me. Just checking in for the day and we were supposed to have a challenge but it
seems as if it was cancelled. Tribal Coucil was insane. And you?
Bob Dawg - Just looking for things to do
Shane - YOU KNOW WHAT TICKS ME THE HELL OFF... WE ALSO SINGLE HANDIDLY SAVED HIS ASS
FROM TC, WE WOULD OF EASILY HAD HIM GONE. WE ALL COME TOGETHER TO ARAWAK, AND THEN
AT A CRUICIAL TC, HE DARES TO SAY THAT HIS VOTE IS UP IN THE AIR. I CANT BELIEVE IT. THAT
LITTLE BASTARD, AFTER ALL WE DID FOR HIM THAT HE DID THAT. THEN HE GOES EVEN FURTHER
AND LIES ABOUT IT! LIES AND MAKES UP A FALSE STORY. THAT BITCH. HE MAY OF MADE A CLASSY
POST AT THE END, BUT HE WAS A WEASEL AND I WAS THIKING ABOUT IT, AND IT PISSED ME OFF.
Danielle - Especially since we really had a chance getting Morgan out and being the majority on
this tribe. Not only did Aras screw us, he screwed himself. Thanks Aras.
Shane -AGREED, ITS HIS FAULT THAT HE IS GONE. GOING INTO THAT TC, HE HAD NO CHANCE OF
LEAVING, HE BROUGHT IT ON HIMSELF. IM JUST HAPPY BOTH U AND I STAYED, THATS REALLY ALL
THAT MATTERS. I AM PRAYING FOR A MERGE THOUGH.
Danielle - I really want a merge soon, otherwise we HAVE to win the challenges or we're totally
fucked. Thanks to Arass.
Shane - IF I WERE A BETTING MAN, ID BET THAT THERE WILL BE A MERGE TOMORROW. THATS JUST
A SHANE HUNCH, AND HOPE.
Danielle - I think there's going to be one more TC, and then merge. I hope your Shane Hunch is
right.
Bob Dawg asks Shane for an alliance and Shane agrees. He then goes to Jamie under
the impression that Shane is with him.
Jamie - So, what have Danielle and Shane been telling you?
Bob Dawg - Shane wants to join me, you and morgan for an alliance if caquetios loses another ic,
what do you think? and they want to get rid of Misty first, good or bad idea?
Jamie - Yeah, I agree w/ Misty, but Judd and gary and Courtney will vote w/ Misty and target one
of us.
Bob Dawg -do you think we can strongarm Judd in any way?
Jamie - No.
Bob Dawg - well, if we win the nest immunity, we're 6-4 anyway. So whats our long term plans, got
a boot order handy?
Jamie - Nope. I was hoping you and Shane and Danielle would participate with that. I really like
Shane. I am still weary about Danielle though. I think she'd do anything to stick around.
Bob Dawg - I don't trust her either, and I'm weary about Morgan. I don't think voting Misty out first
is smart, shes an outcast and is desperate and can be used for our benefit
Jamie - Yeah, Danielle said as much bad stuff about you as ARAS. Don't let her fool you. I SWEAR
she did. Morgan is actually pretty loyal and she is easier to read than Danielle. I think Misty and
CO. will target Danielle first. Which way should we go?
Bob Dawg - Since we're both outcasts(me and Mist), I think I can sway her to join me and boot
Danielle. Then we can boot Gary and Judd(or whomever is threatening)

Jamie - Yeah, that's what I was thinking. Danielle wants Misty gone first though but we have the
votes to go with whoever we want I suppose. I wonder what Rafe is thinking.
Bob Dawg - I hope theres not a f3, that would mean Danielles on the jury
Jamie - HMMM, I always thought you trusted Danielle.
Bob Dawg - no, what made you think that?
Jamie - I have no idea. Just had a hunch. She's a big time scrambler though. I bet she's been
plotting bigtime with you and promising you all type of things right? She certainly has been doing
it with me.
Jamie - OKAY. Shane has been PMING me about a plan. There are 6 people over here compared to
5 over there. We, have the numbers. I mean, it's actually pretty simple and basic, but some
people may sway over if we merge. I think that the alliance is JUDD, GARY, and COURTNEY with
them throwing MISTY in the front, but I think the CORE 3 are Courtney, Judd and Gary. I think
those 3 know that Misty is a big upcoming target. My only thing is, who do you think those guys
will target when we merge, and Melinda? I wonder if Mel is with them?
Danielle - I think that they'll try to target me, maybe I'm paranoid but I think Judd and Gary will
know that I had a friendship with Terry and Cirie and that be getting rid of me, they'd be getting
rid of the "last of the Caquetios". I think Melinda is with them, but she'll try to convince me
otherwise when we merge. I'll PM you what she sends me so you can know what's going on.
Jamie - Oh yeah. If you were ohn that tribe I think you'd defo be gone. That Misty is something
else. And Courtney. They seem VERY vengeful. I also think Misty and BD can still communicate
with each other but they just can't tell us.
Danielle - That's why I hope you believe me when I say I would be with you 100% after the merge.
Danielle – CONFESSIONAL - Misty doesn't deserve to be in this game at all. I guess my
karma for getting rid of her in such a manipulative way is playing out as she's guaranteed a final
10 spot, but I really think she's not a game player. She had no idea she was going until she left,
and she definitely had no idea Terry, Shane and I were the ones behind it. I know she'll go for me
personally very soon, so I would totally vote her out this second if I could.

Arawak, Day 15
Jamie - Apparently the challenge is today at 8c. It's a must win TC for us. Hopefully it's a merge
though.
Danielle - If it's a challenge I sure as hell hope we win it. I'd also like to see a merge, maybe the
reason yesterday was a day off was because they were busy finalizing the merge forum? *prays to
Margaret*
Jamie - LOL, yeah, hopefully Saint Margaret comes through for us and we finally get an official
merge. It's so boring over here anyway and seems like we've been here forever.
It'll probably
be individual immunity then.
Danielle - Yeah, I'm hoping for some excitement post merge (and we all know there will be). I
wonder if it's going to be a jury of 9 or a jury of 7.
Jamie – I have my fingers crossed for a merge tonight and a really easy II challenge.
Jamie - Ready for the challenge buddy!
Rafe - I think so! Hopefully we'll win so we won't have to have another crazy TC.

Jamie - I know! Hopefully it's a merge. BTW, I wanted to get your thoughts on that. If we do have
to face TC, who do you want gone, Shane or Danielle? Danielle is scrambling for dear life I know
and is promising everyone everything but I am not budging.
Rafe - Bobby said that he thinks Danielle would be first gone at a merge, so it would maybe pay to
keep her around until then if we can. Caqs already have an advantage with Bobby and Misty
getting a free pass to merge, so if they'll want to take her out that's just that much more time
we'll have to figure something out.
Jamie - So, you'd rather vote off Shane first?
Rafe - Not really, lol. I like him better. I'd rather just win and not have to get rid of either of them
yet.
Jamie - Ditto. I was just thinking that if we had to go to TC what we would do. But, I plan on
winning the challenge so it shouldn't matter. We will still be down in numbers to CAQ though no
matter what happens.
Rafe - It's pretty much a toss up for me right now. Is TC supposed to be after the challenge again?
Jamie - I don't think so. I was leaning towards Danielle if we went only because she has been
stirring up trouble for the last couple days. She sent me a PM not too long ago saying how you
don't trust me and how I spill everything to Morgan. I have the PM saved too. But I bet she is
filling you with the same stuff, but I don't buy what she is selling. She is the same person that
told me when I first arrived here that if I voted with them I would be the last Arawak member
and that even a couple CAQS would go before me.
Rafe - Shane told me the same thing, lol.
Jamie - LOL.

Caquetios, day 15
Misty – CONFESSIONAL - None of the former Caquetios over on Arawak have any ties to me.
In fact, they could even be considered hostile if their main thought is to get back at me. None of
the Arawaks over there have anything to do with me either so in their minds, I'm an easy vote
off. I really need Gary and Judd to have my back if I'm to survive just the first post-merge vote.
Courtney - I was wondering wat you have been telling Gary and Judd about the 2 of us. Have you
just admitted that we are an alliance or wat? They have not really asked me so I think everyone
is just assuming it is Judd & Gary and Courtney & Misty to the final 4...
Misty - 've talked to Gary and Judd about the game and I sent out that PM previously to the 3 of
you guys regarding Melinda and Terry. I think it's implied when we talk. Do we need to explicitly
reinforce it? Gary already mentioned last night he would stick with us. I don't want to come off
too worried about it... I also don't refer to you unless I have to, just to keep some distance
between us.
Courtney - I agree totally. If people ask us I think we should just tell them that you, Melinda, and
myself came together because we were all outsiders on Caquetios...Melinda was in the majority
but we can act like we don't kno and just go ahead and include her. I don't kno mayb that will
make us big targets if we do that. Wat do you think? I agree with downplaying our alliance
tho...Make it seem like we did it just becuz we disliked the others...I saw 2 people spying on us
at camp so that is why I think we should be ready when people think we are together...
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - I think Judd is a threat becuz he will have the most options at
the merge for awhile...He will be with Arawak and our new tribe... I do not kno how Arawak

would treat me if I was on their tribe...I will meet them at the merge if I make it there. Wat I do
kno is that Caquetios were all fake bitches. I think Arawak might be the same but I will never
kno. Right now tho I think that my biggest enemies will be Morgan, Rafe, and Jamie...I took a big
risk when I sided with Judd and Gary, but I am hoping that they want to side with me becuz I
proved my loyalty to them and I do not kno how much Arawak has done that...
Gary - I'm excited for the challenge, hopefully we can get another win
Melinda - Yeah most definitely! I'm excited and nervous at the same time...
Gary - I wonder what Probst will have in store for us today
Melinda - Hopefully something fun that we can pwn at
I'd love to have a challenge about
history/geography
Gary - I'm much better at trivia and history than puzzles

Challenge Beach, Day 15
Jeff Probst - Cmon in guys
Melinda - Who got voted out?
Jamie - ARAS was voted out. In the most dramatic TC ever.
Bob Dawg - MOST INTENSE TC...EVER
Judd - Wow, Aras? That's a shocker. Terry had me convinced Aras was the safest person there. So
how did that happen?
Jamie - Let's just say that the new CAQ's 1st TC had NOTHING on new ARAWAK's.
Jeff Probst - Okay everyone. Please drop your buffs, you are now one tribe. The Ojeda tribe,
which will always wear pink.
Judd - Wow, early merger!
Rafe - Yay for pink!
Melinda - Wow! Congrats everyone!
To be continued…

Aras – FINAL WORDS I would like to say that this game has been a blast.
I don't think I commited to it as much, just because I am not used to forum ONLY based games,
and having that one on one contact through AIM is alot easier than PMs. I think my inactivity was
my downfall, and had I ben online and active mroe, I would have went further.
I still do not know what happened that got Cirie voted out, but had that not happened, it would
have been Caqs all the way.
What Shane and Danielle didnt understand is that Rafe was NEVER going to vote with us, but they
were ONLY going to vote Morgan (who had no past votes) so basically I was screwed either way,
and tried to go out with a bang.

The board was GORGEOUS, and it is obvious that the host(s) are super dedicated, and it totally
shows. This cast was/is crazy and great, and I cannot wait to see what happens.

